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Reading the forewords to the catalogues of 
the Autumn Exhibitions of Vásárhely over the past 
decades, the analyses have frequently focused 
on the question of tradition, on whether the 
art of the Great Plain can be continued. It is a 
natural, understandable and logical process to 
take a historical approach to Hungary’s oldest 
continuously functioning collective exhibition and 
examine it in the context of local tradition that looks 
back on a long past. Nihil novi sub sole (There is 
nothing new under the sun), to borrow the words 
of the Latin saying. We are actually doing the same 
thing – drawing on universally accepted knowledge 
– as Gyula Juhász, a friend of the artistic society of 

on the occasion of one of his visits almost a century 
ago, in the autumn of 1926, he looked out of the train 
window at the land around the “Hungarian Fiesole”, 
and saw the beautiful towering Tornyai clouds in 
the vast expanse of sky, the horizon separating the 
earth from the heavens, the gentle, sorrowful Béla 
Endre farm buildings disappearing into the distance 

Keeping this in mind, agreeing with most of the 
pithy conclusions, not questioning their content, 
I would like to focus here on the 67th exhibition, 
touching on the question of tradition only at certain 
points. This is because an exhibition can be seen 
in a completely different light when viewed from 
the historical perspective of many decades, or if 

frame of its own time and space. It is therefore not 
my aim to interpret it as a function of Vásárhely art, 
or even the framework of Great Plain art – although 

to explain and defend – or to draw conclusions 
from it regarding this institutionalised event in our 

My point of departure is that this giant exhibition 
with its special atmosphere, exceptional aura, and 

seemingly an anachronism compared to them – 
has in its own right, over the past seven decades 
created its own hallowed tradition, as Dávid Fehér 
very rightly pointed out in the 2016 catalogue.

Since the turn of the millennium I have been 
fortunate to follow the constantly changing, 
consciously renewing, matured Vásárhely efforts in 
a process that has become historical in scale, the 
changes of direction that can only be observed over 
time, the occasional setbacks followed by renewed 
impetus. Looking at the body of works in what is now 
the 67th collection, it can be said without doubt that 
this exhibition in the present moment is of Vásárhely 
to the extent that the town that can look back on such 
a long history of painting provides it with a venue, 
in a noble and generous gesture offers prizes and 
recognition of outstanding prestige and value in 
the present Hungarian contemporary art world, but 
it must be said that from year to year the exhibition 
is gradually moving away from the attitude that 
prevailed even at the end of the previous century. To 
put it bluntly, it now has very little in common with 
the earlier Great Plain art, whatever the meaning 
at this point in time of that technical term that is 

term that two generations ago seemed ingenious, 
something new in the history of art. 

Undeniably, over the past two and a half 
decades the exhibition has become increasingly 
colourful, by which I mean not only the ongoing 
discourse between the different genres, as that 
was a characteristic of the exhibition right from the 
beginnings but it is rather the variable solutions 
arising from countless style origins that can be 
regarded as one of its special characteristics. Where 
hyperrealist, documentarist or photonaturalist works 
(Gábor Boldizsár, Iván Vidovits, Patrick Nicholas 

compositions (János Dréher, Bence Kala), and with 

Amár). There are also pieces combining lessons of 
Art informel, such as sensitive works using a rippling 
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MUNKAJUTALOM
MINOR PRIZES

RÉVÉSZ ANNA
/ painter

SIPOS BOGLÁRKA
//

PLANK ANTAL
//

/ painter

NAGY-GYÖRGY ÁGNES
//

KÜLÖNDÍJ 
SPECIAL AWARD

SIPOS BOGLÁRKA
/ 

DÍJAZOTTAK
AWARDS

KOTORMÁN NORBERT
/ sculptor

TENK LÁSZLÓ
//

KOTORMÁN ÁBEL
/ sculptor/
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VÉGH JÚLIA

Cretan Painter and His Model

Award of the General Assembly 
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PLASZTIKÁK  PLASTIQUES AND SCULPTURES

ALBERT ILDIKÓ Utak I. gipsz gypsum Ø:

Utak II. gipsz gypsum Ø:

bronz bronze

bronz bronz

BÍRÓ 
BOGLÁRKA 
JOHANNA

Kiindulási pontok Starting Points
kerámia ceramic

BOLDI Genezis Genesis marble

BOROS MIKLÓS 
JÁNOS Hommage  Hommage  festett fa

marble, copper, 
painted wood

CZIGÁNDY 

SÁNDOR

Horizontal 
(rogyasztott, 

glass (fusing, 

CZINDER 
ANTAL

A tükrös lány Girl with Mirror bronz, tükör bronze, mirror

DOROGI 
JÁNOS

Ars Naturae II. bronz bronze

DRABIK acid resistant 
steel, copper

acid resistant 
steel, copper

DRABIK 
TAMÁS

Two Heads iron

FEKETE
 LÁSZLÓ szüleim emlékére

In Memory of My 
Mass Rescuer 
Parents

samott, fa 
posztamensen wooden pedestal

 

GÁLHIDY 
PÉTER

Bronzír Bronzer bronz bronze

JÁGER 
MARGIT †

Pine Trees festett kerámia painted ceramic n. a.

KOTORMÁN 
ÁBEL

Sleeping Girl poliuretán hab polyurethane 
foam

és egy ismeretlen
Three 
Acquaintances 
and One Unknown

bronz bronze

Támaszkodó Leaning bronz bronze

KOTORMÁN 
NORBERT

Bögöly

posztamentun Pedestal

laminált akril laminated acrylic

Táltos Shaman diófa walnut tree

KRAUSZ 
DÁNIEL CSABA

Reggeli Bréma 
után

Breakfast after 
Bremen

tölgyfa oak tree

KUTAS 
LÁSZLÓ

Beck Ö. Fülöp, 
aki nyomtalanul 

Fülöp Beck Ö., 
Who Disappeared 
Without a Trace

bronz, plakett bronze, plaque Ø:

KUTASI TÜNDE Sailboat bronz bronze

ÁGNES
Ritmusok II. Rhythms,  kerámia ceramic

PARÁDA 
ZOLTÁN

Image,  acrystal, 
poliuretán hab, 
fa

acrystal, 
polyurethane 
foam, wood

PLANK 
ANTAL Piece X.

iron

Orgamic III.
iron

Palánta Young Plant bronz bronze

Tengely Axis granite, glass, 
marble

NORBERT
bronz bronze

SEJBEN 
LAJOS

Pressura I. iron

STUIJFZAND, 
LOUS

Gone with the 
Wind

Gone with the 
Wind

bronz bronze

If I Could Fly If I Could Fly bronz bronze

SZABÓ 
GYÖRGY

Profán katedrális Profane Cathedral bronze, iron, 
granite

SZABÓ 
MENYHÉRT

Ad Astra I. rubber, synthetic 
resin

Ad Astra II. rubber, synthetic 
resin

Ad Astra III. rubber, synthetic 
resin

SZABÓ 
TAMÁS

Head with Flowers mixed technique

Rossz irány Wrong Direction bronz bronze

Year Year

KRAU
DÁNI

KUTA
LÁSZ

KUTA

ÁGNE

PARÁ
ZOLT

PLAN
ANTA

NO

SEJB
LAJO

STUI
LOUS

SZAB
GYÖR

SZAB
MENY

SZAB
TAMÁ
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SZABÓ ÁBEL
Piac Market

Pink Door

SZABÓ FRANCISKA 


